Innovation Review Initiative - Pitch 1

Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for **Core Scribe** and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2023-2024. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

**Core Scribe**

The review team picked this technology because many ROK-Net members have an extremely high patient burden which, at times, leads to after-hours charting. We are interested in your perspective on whether this technology could be helpful to save time; increase patient-facing interaction; and aid in billing. We are also curious to see if there are other roles or potential applications you think it could play within your practice.

For Your Review
1. Watch the Innovation Pitch (click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)
2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://corescribe.io/

Slide Deck Link
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for SkinCheck and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2023-2024. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

SkinCheck

The review team picked this technology because many ROK-Net members are located in areas where specialty access is not easily accessible. Rural patients traditionally may have to wait long periods simply to get an initial diagnosis. We are interested in your perspective on whether this technology could help hamper the lack of access to specialty care for rural patients. We are curious to know if it has the potential to aid you in expediting a referral; serve as a remote patient management tool; or, simply if it would be a useful resource to have at your disposal.
To-do

1. Watch the Innovation Pitch (click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)
2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://www.skincheck.health

Slide Deck Link
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for Titan Intake and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2023-2024. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

Titan Intake

The review team picked this technology because many ROK-Net member clinics have daily administrative tasks that require extensive staff effort and time. In its current focus, this product may be more directly beneficial to our population of Pediatric and Specialty members. We are interested in your perspective on whether this technology could simplify your referral intake process. We are also curious to know if it has the potential to aid our Primary Care Providers in Hospital admission reporting intake or if you may think of another application for its general function within your practice.
To-do

1. Watch the Innovation Pitch *(click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)*

2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://www.titanintake.com/

Slide Deck Link
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for Aidar Health Inc. and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2024-2025. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

Aidar Health Inc.

The review team picked this technology because various readings provided by this innovation may not be easily available to rural practices, and multiple devices can be consolidated into one device. At this time, it is established to serve as a remote patient monitoring product. We are interested in your perspective on if it will support patient monitoring; whether the device could be used in the clinic (triage process); or what role you think it could play within your practice.

For Your Review
1. Watch the Innovation Pitch *(click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)*

2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://www.aidar.com
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for **HoldSpace Social** and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2024-2025. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

**HoldSpace Social**

The review team picked this technology because previous member feedback flagged behavioral health support as a huge need among our network members. Content in the presented platform is curated by licensed counselors and there was mention of this technology moving in the direction of users being able to connect virtually with therapists. Although we are aware that the greatest need for many of our members is access, we are interested in your perspective on whether it will be of benefit to some of your patients.
To-do

1. Watch the Innovation Pitch *(click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)*
2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website is provided below:

https://sites.google.com/view/holdspacesocial/home
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for DoseCalc App and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2024-2025. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

DoseCalc App

The review team picked this technology because it could be a resource for your clinic nurses or new nurse employees. Patient safety is always a priority and providing resources to care team members could be a way to promote it. Waste and its associated costs are worthwhile to pay attention to because they add up. This platform has gained traction in various healthcare settings. We are interested in your perspective on whether this product could be a useful resource for nurses in your clinic or in general, for rural primary care.

For Your Review
DoseCalc APP

PROVIDING EXPERTISE AND PRECISION IN DOSAGE CALCULATION INSTRUCTION

PITCH FEEDBACK SURVEY LINK

To-do

1. Watch the Innovation Pitch (<a href="click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled">link</a>)
2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://www.dosecalcapp.com/

Slide Deck Link
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Below is the Innovation Pitch Video for bTECH and the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” for you to review the Innovation’s usefulness and benefit. Completing the survey is required for ROK-Net Enhanced Payment Program eligibility for 2024-2025. Please review the pitch and complete the survey.

bTECH

The review team picked this technology because it could be a resource for your patients. Diabetes is widespread throughout the nation and prevalent in rural communities. Wound care is challenging and even more so for patients in rural areas where resources may not be as readily available. This product may be an easier and more effective way to manage chronic wound care and diabetic ulcers. We are interested in your perspective on whether this product could benefit your patients or practice.
1. Watch the Innovation Pitch (click on the video above and it will open the Youtube video in a new window - popup blockers may need to be temporarily disabled)
2. Click the “Pitch Feedback Survey Link” button above and fully complete the survey.

If you would like additional information, the company website and PowerPoint slide deck link is provided below:

https://btechls.com/
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